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 INTRODUCTION    

The existence of One Person Companies lies in several nations. In our country by Companies Act, 2013 and the governing 
central department of MCA acknowledged to incorporate single person as a OPC and is also joined to Singapore, Bahrain, Hong Kong, 
UAE, United Kingdom, China, USA, Australia, Pakistan and some more Nations. It is the footstep use by the government of India in 
the accurate direction with accurate thought and thinking. Companies Act 2013 gets the better of various foremost avoidance of company 
act 1956. It initiates considerable changes in the law regarding to authority, e-governance, e-administration, performance, compliances, 
enforcement, revelation and standards, directors, auditors, amalgamations and mergers and acquisitions also, this recent concept one 
person company, dormant company, registered valuers, small companies, Corporate Social Responsibility and class action suits, has 
been inserted.  

 
The new concept of one person company opens new spectacles of commerce and trade favourable circumstances and mainly 

extravagant potential for single businesses, trades and businessmen’s those will be use the benefit of corporate structure, perpetuity and 
of distinct existence.1 In this situation this research is important to reviews laws, rules and regulations and growth and performance in 
India. This furthermore significant in various ways to calculate impact of one person company is a progressive, innovative, enhanced 
better transparency, facilitation of business potentials, increased answerability, protection of interest of small creditors, corporate social 
responsibility and altered enforcement processes. 

 
In this paper, the legal provisions regarding this concept, which have been implemented for a long time in various developed 

countries, have been analysed. 
 

OPC IN UNITED KINGDOM 
                 The idea of One Person Company, even though, a recent one in India, has been in continuation in the European countries 

for numerous years now. In United Kingdom, the renowned case of Salomon vs. A Salomon & Co. Ltd.2 Covered the approach to the 
concept of a one-man company by setting up an example. In United Kingdom, under the Companies Act, 2006, together public and 
private companies are able to be formed with a sole member. Under Section 7 of the UK Act, both public and private company can be 
incorporated by one or more persons with subscribing their names to a MOA and by complying by way of the needs of the UK Companies 
Act 2006 as to registration of company. In year 1992, the minimum number of subscribers or members of a private company was 
abridged from two to one in accordance with Directive 89/667/EEC now Directive 2009/102/EEC. As from 01/10 /2009, the minimum 
number of members for public companies has also been reduced to one by Companies Act, 2006.3 

 
If a limited company is created with just one subscriber there shall be entered in register of members of the company, through the 

name and address of the one member, a proclamation that the company has only sole member. If the number of members of a limited 
company fall to one, or if an unlimited company with just sole member becomes a limited company on reregistration, there shall in the 
lead the happening of that occasion be entered in the company’s register of members, with the name and address of the sole member. If 
the membership of a limited company increases from one to two or more members, then along with the name and address of the person 
who was previously the single member, a statement has to be mentioned in the companies register of members, that the company has 
ceased to have just single member and the date on which that occasion occurred.4 The UK Companies Act does not make available any 
ceiling number of directors which a company can have. A public company is mandatory to have minimum two directors and a private 
company is mandatory to have minimum one director. On the other hand, a company must have minimum one director who is individual 
or natural person.5 

 
1One Person Company: The Institute of Company Secretaries of India, June 2014, pp1.68  
2 [1896] UKHL 1 
3 Derek French, Stephen Mayson and Christopher Ryan, Mayson, French and Ryan on Company Lawâ €™, edn. 30th, Oxford, Oxford University 
Press, 2013-2014, P.58. 
4Section 123 of UK Companies Act, 2006. 
5 Section 154 and 155 of the UK Companies Act, 2006. 
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The meeting of Board of Directors is mostly hold as per the requirements of the Articles of Association of the one-person 
company. There is no articulate exclusion or exemptions for Single Member Company with regarding to Financial Statement. The 
directors of a company must bring to the registrar for each financial year the accounts, Audits and reports of the Company. The provisions 
concerning requirement of submitting and filing annual returns in United Kingdom is same to the provision in India in the new 
Companies Act 2013. 

 
As of a broad comparison of the provisions regarding OPC in United Kingdom Act and the Indian Companies Act, it is shown 

that apart from for some differences, the position is mainly same in both the countries. On the other hand, the concept of one person 
company being in the growing phase in India, it requires to be seen whether the thought of One person company emerge as an 
achievement and success in Indian corporate arena as it is in United Kingdom.6 

 
SINGLE MEMBER COMPANY IN CHINA 
 Most overseas businessmen and investors have approach to decide to go on own when investing in China. As a consequence, 
there is a major part being sole, single or one member companies that, is have only one member or shareholder, either a natural person 
(individual) or a legal person.  As a result, it is supportive for investors to know mainly the legal structure in regard of such one member 
companies under Chinese laws. Here is a concise outline related to Chinese one member companies.7 The material and procedures for 
formation of a single member companies greatly the similar as those for forming a multi-member company excluding that: 
A.    If not specifically required in other rules or regulations, the minimum registered capital for a one-member company shall be 

RMB 100,000, even as RMB 30,000 will be sufficient for one member companies; 
B.   The registered capital of the single person company whose sole shareholder is a Chinese citizen shall be paid up whole on the 

time of registration, while an overseas invested single person company shareholder is authorized to give the registered capital 
more than two years. Whereas one Chinese natural person (individual) is authorized to incorporate only one sole person company, 
an overseas natural person (individual) is not so restricted. Except, a single person company with also a Chinese or overseas 
natural person shareholder shall not invest to structure one more single person company.  

 
 As par the courts guiding principle lays down by Shanghai High People’s Court, corporate veil can be lifted and company 
shareholder was held legally responsible for corporate loans and debts in the under mentioned situation: 
A. Understandable below capitalization, where shareholders take out the registered capital after giving to the extent that the 

outstanding corporate capital is lower than the statutorily requisite amount. 
B. Personalities extremely commingled, comparable to the modify ego principle in United State of America, where shareholders 

commingle, constantly and comprehensively, their assets, properties, trades, businesses, employees, staffs or business building 
with those of the company.  

C. Inappropriate authority and control, where shareholders are occupied in associated dealings with the company to secrete and 
dislocate the properties of the company of one person company and the  
 

            Under the Article 64 of Chinese Company Law, there is a huge apprehension for shareholders of one person companies that 
investors will constantly put the shareholder as a co-defendant when file a suit against the company, which will be an unremitting pain. 
But there is so far no one executive explanation from China Supreme Court on this question. In the Shanghai High People’s Court 
guiding principle, it does not shed much light on the concern either. As a researcher, it is my perceptive understanding that a investors 
or creditors have the authority to record the shareholder of the single person company as a co-defendant in any suit against the company.   
 
OPC IN AUSTRALIA 
       If any person desire with established business as one person company in Australia than apply to “Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission” (ASIC), to register and incorporate a one-person company. If any person who have not a single trader but 
who are establishing a trade on their individual (without any business partners) and who desire to register a one-person company in 
Australia, then such single trader (or any person residing in Australia) undoubtedly can apply to Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission (ASIC) to register a one-person company with only sole person holding all positions, like subscriber, shareholder, member 
and director in the one-person company. In Australian companies law the term ‘One Person Company’ (OPC) is not an authorized and 
official term; this is only a fine shorthand label used to explain such type of company. But a person wants to register a ‘One Person 
Company’ it means such person wanting to register a Private Limited (proprietary) company. There is no any problem for private limited 
companies in Australia because as the vast popular of companies registered in Australia are private limited companies. Some of the 

 
6 Vivek Kumar Verma & Aishwarya Rao indiancaselaws@gmail.com 
7Contact the Author Jason Tian corporate law practice email: jasontian78@outlook.com. 
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private limited companies to be registered are one person company. And more any other private limited companies have exceeding one 
person concerned in their company format. 
 
ONE PERSON PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY IN SINGAPORE  
               Singapore also recognised one person company. Singapore companies law give the opportunity to person caring his business 
as a one-person private limited company All types of private limited companies in Singapore be required to apply for registration with 
the “Accounting & Corporate Regulatory Authority” (ACRA) of Singapore and put up with by the Companies Act. Even as there are 5 
different kinds of business corporate bodies to prefer as of the main ordinary and flexible corporate entity that shall be incorporate in 
Singapore is the single person Private Limited Company. A one-person private limited company is limited by shares and is a distinct 
legal existence and corporate entity apart from its member or shareholder. It is renowned as a taxable body in its self-authority and 
rights. So, members of a Singapore private limited company are not legally responsible for its loans, liabilities and losses more than 
total of companies share capital. 
 
SINGLE PERSON CORPORATION IN UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)  
           In USA, all states make permit corporations to have only one member. Such person can be a single shareholder, single director 
and also key officer of the single person corporation. Still lacking the litigations, member must pursue every requirement to make sure 
that single person corporation still in fine position. It may appear passionate to documentation of shareholder single vote in all types of 
meeting minutes, however exploit things by the minute book will maintain sole member individual liability safety in as whole. The 
singly way can facilitate to keep management even as present precious individual liability security. Single Person Corporation now in 
USA is fully established business format and not only being   as a one-man or one-woman show. In spite of everything, single person 
corporations require to comprise BODs and hold all required meetings which resonance extra resembling an opportunity complete of 
suits than a one person functioning from house. Documentation of subscriber or member activities is most important steps to incorporate 
and manage a sole person corporation.  
 

Submitting taxes as a single person limited liability corporations is very easy than other corporations. Many single member 
corporations are measured "disregarded entities", it means member of such corporation be taxed like a single proprietorship. Under this 
situation, the company cannot require submitting a separate tax return, but member can report his income and expenses on Schedule ‘C’ 
of member personal tax return.8  

 
Member has to submitting the name and address of single person who will perform as the “Corporation's Registered Agent” 

(CRA). This agreement must be obtainable in excess during working business hours to collect information’s and erstwhile essential 
official procedure from the regarding state. A single director also must arrange minutes that papers and proposal made by the board 
positions as chief executive officer, chief financial officer, treasurer and corporation secretary.9 

 
It is also important to single member to settle on how compute and submit corporate taxes. Dual taxation on single member 

corporation property also can make problem for sole member. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) code taxes the corporation on the 
proceeds. A sole shareholder who receives profits from company must give taxes through own self return. To keep away from this 
problem, a single member corporation has chosen “S Corporation tax status”. In this situation, the single member corporation’s income, 
credit and deductions are accepted beside to the single member individual tax return. The single person corporation is not liable to pay 
tax on its profits. S Corporation tax status holder must be citizen of United States or permanent residents of United States. 

 
SINGLE PERSON COMPANY IN BAHRAIN  
              Bahrain is also introduced concept of Single Person Company (SPC). A SPC means a company which capital is wholly owned 
by a one individual or legal person. The subscriber of the single person company shall be accountable just to the extent of the capital 
owed for the single person company. 
 

In Bahrain, one person company (SPC) is extremely comparable to a Sole Proprietorship business concern; however single 
person company is a corporate entity with limited liability and member is liable only to the amount of their capital in the single person 
company. Single Person Company is very familiar structure of corporate entity registration in Bahrain. A SPC be capable of incorporated 
by a natural person (individual) same as by a company (corporate entity). A single person company can be owned absolutely by foreigner 
but some actions and activities in single person company are not allowed for an absolute foreigner ownership. In Bahrain, main benefit 

 
8 Text Book on “The Tax and Legal Playbook” by Mark J. Kohler published in USA 
9 How to Structure a Single Member Limited liability corporation (LLC) in USA 
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of a single person company is that there is exemption to calling annual general meeting (AGM) or EGM of the SPC. The single person 
company have to just file duly audited financial statements through the “Ministry of Trade and Commerce “government of Bahrain.  

 
ONE PERSON LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN UAE  
            The United Arab Emirates (UAE), particularly Dubai, have a swarm of advantage to provide to the individual entrepreneur who 
desires to incorporate one person company there.  United Arab Emirates has a different alternative of the kind of business corporate 
bodies that will be incorporated. All banks in the United Arab Emirates working under the UAE government consequently its normally 
to be stable.  The single person Company has various particular merits above the single owner business concern. One person company 
have lawfully renowned corporate entity in the United Arab Emirates while year 2003. It can entitle an individual; to establish own 
business with complete control on the all activities of the single person company and at the same time such member can enjoy the limited 
liability also. The member of one person company also will be the director and shareholder of such company.  
 
CONCEPT OF ONE PERSON COMPANY (SASU) IN FRANCE 

The “Societe par Actions Simplifiee Unipersonnelle” (SASU) is the French language name for the simple one-person Joint 
Stock Company. fundamentally, it is a “Societe par Actions Simplifiee” (SAS), however with just one member. The number of one 
person companies (SASUs) has been growing as of delayed, for the reason that it has appealing traits for a businessman who desires to 
be single-handedly in his business. In the year 2016, one person company (SASU) accounted for 69% of new one person companies. 

 
The Societe par Actions Simplifiee Unipersonnelle (OPC) registered with a member who can be either an individual, natural 

person or a juristic or artificial person (corporate entity). The single member takes the decision self in the manners with the set-up rules 
provided in the particular laws and statutes. The single member can create contributions in cash money or in type or manner. 
Contributions in types have to in rule be evaluated by an investment assessor. The single member or shareholder can still not require 
one if both of the subsequent situations are meet out: No contribution in types has a worth excess to 30 000 €, 
The whole worth of the contributions does not characterize excess to 50% of the share capital. 

 
Greatly similar to the Societe par Actions Simplifiee (SAS), minimum 50% of the contributions must to be paid while the 

company is incorporated, and they must compulsorily be paid in whole subsequent to five years. A one-person company (SASU) can as 
well have changeable capital. 

 
The Societe par Actions Simplifiee (SAS) shall not make offer of its securities to the open public, or not permit its shares or 

securities to be trade on the stock market. It should, though, create offers of commercial securities if they are proposed completely for 
competent qualified fund providers performing on their personal behalf, or for portfolio management companies performing for 
outsiders. 

 
ONE PERSON COMPANY IN QATAR  

Qatar gives opportunities to an individual can start a business through one person company (OPC) as corporate entity. The 
liability of member is limited to the amount of member share or capital holding. One person company is required to only single 
shareholder, one director and a highest limit is fifteen directors. OPCs should file audited financial statements with the MCA Qatar at 
the ending of year. The OPCs be required at least fully paid share capital of QR 200,000. In Qatar registration and incorporation 
procedure for OPC is same as other companies. One person company should appoint a Nominee in the Memorandum of Association or 
Article of Association who will become the member, owner and director of it the situation of demise or incompetent of subscriber of 
OPC. 

 
The one-person company have to an AOA state its set of laws, regulations, records, and process of its opening, incorporation 

and registration. The one-person company name should be attached with the member’s name with share capital and end of the name 
must suffix the word "One Person Company” (OPC). The member of one person company should be answerable as of his individual 
property for OPC obligations except he parted their individual property and benefits from such one-person company.  

 
INTER COUNTRY COMPARISON OF CONCEPT OF ONE PERSON COMPANY 

The thought of one person company is innovative and latest in India; however, this model has been before now be popular and 
operating effectively in numerous other nations like Australia, UAE, Bahrain, China, Singapore, France, and United states. The United 
Kingdom was the first country which prepared the manner for one person company model in the course of its judgment pronounced in 
“Saloman & Saloman Co Ltd” in the year 1925 at that time the Great Britain permitted legal status to one person concept in their nation.  
After the sometime, several other Countries allowed this one-person company model. OPCs in their countries permitted this model 
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specifically, in own particular commercial statutes. On the other hand, the composition or fringe benefit for the registration and corporate 
entity of one person company might be vary from nation to nation anywhere they are allowed, however the foremost reason at the back 
is the similar that is of encouraging and speed up their businessmen ship and commercial and economic growth of their country. 

1. The minimum capital required for incorporation of OPC: as per the laws of countries like United States and United Kingdom 
concerning the registration of one person company, the assets of the company have to congregate the prospective demands of the 
trades of its dimension, volume and its business environment. but some nations, like China, France, India, Pakistan, UAE and 
Bahrain has specifically fixed requirement of minimum capital for incorporation of one person company. 

2. Individual (Natural Person) or Legal person (Corporate Entity):  on several nations with admiration to registration of single 
member corporation never set boundaries in provisions of types of persons (individual or artificial person), means both are 
eligible for registration of a company with sole member. But in India, here mere allows the individuals to registered OPC. 

3. Single Member Company is an optimistic model in numerous nations, seeing as it is common in several of the developed countries 
of the globe like the U.S.A. and the U.K., and as well a favourite mode of registration and set up of business also. Additionally, 
surveys too disclose that the uppermost returns are generate as of such single member Companies, by the reason of minimum 
working expenditure. Still, during the fiscal and economic crisis, single person companies doing well than the huge companies. 
On the other hand, when we evaluate our one-person company theory with those under the United States of America and United 
Kingdom statutes regarding the distinction connecting a Sole Proprietorship business concern and a single member company or 
a single member limited liability company, we observe that the legal expenditure associated to a single member limited liability 
company is counterbalance by the constructive tax rates. In United States, the statutes permit a single member limited liability 
company to select for have to taxed at the equal rate as that of a Sole Proprietorship business concern or a natural person. Still in 
United Kingdom, the net tax outgo for a single member limited liability company is much inferior to that of a natural person. 
These make available an appropriate encouragement for the endorsement of the theory of a Single Member Company.  
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